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ABSTRACT: The definition of plasmon at the microscopic scale is far from
being understood. Yet, it is very important to recognize plasmonic features in
optical excitations, as they can inspire new applications and trigger new
discoveries by analogy with the rich phenomenology of metal nanoparticle
plasmons. Recently, the concepts of plasmonicity index and the generalized
plasmonicity index (GPI) have been devised as computational tools to quantify
the plasmonic nature of optical excitations. The question may arise whether any
strong absorption band, possibly with some sort of collective character in its
microscopic origin, shares the status of plasmon. Here we demonstrate that this is
not always the case, by considering a well-known class of systems represented by J-aggregates molecular crystals, characterized
by the intense J band of absorption. By means of first-principles simulations, based on a many-body perturbation theory
formalism, we investigate the optical properties of a J-aggregate made of push−pull organic dyes. We show that the effect of
aggregation is to lower the GPI associated with the J-band with respect to the isolated dye one, which corresponds to a
nonplasmonic character of the electronic excitations. In order to rationalize our finding, we then propose a simplified one-
dimensional theoretical model of the J-aggregate. A useful microscopic picture of what discriminates a collective molecular
crystal excitation from a plasmon is eventually obtained.
■ INTRODUCTION
The identification and quantification of plasmonic excitations
in nano- and molecular systems is an important issue in the
field of nanoplasmonics. In fact, the rich physics and
technological potential of plasmonic metal nanoparticles have
triggered the question whether other nanosystems also possess
excitations with such plasmonic character, to some degree, and
thus a similar phenomenology. Graphene and its nanoconfined
structures (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the molecular
limit) attracted a great deal of attention in this respect.1,2 This
important motivation goes along with the goal of establishing
the characters of localized surface plasmon excitations at a
deeper microscopic level than the widespread treatment based
on continuum electrodynamics. A relevant point to assess in
this context is whether any strong absorption band with some
sort of collective character in its microscopic origin turns out
to have a plasmonic character at this scale. A positive answer
(i.e., all strong excitations are recognized as plasmonic) would
in fact rather belittle the quest for plasmon-like excitations,
making the concept of plasmonic character of a nanoscale
excitation itself redundant. Ideal systems to be investigated in
this respect are J-aggregates.
J-aggregates are a class of molecular crystals with special
known optical properties as an intense, narrow absorption peak
(known as J-band) that appears at low energy where the single
isolated monomer unit has almost zero absorption3 and the
ability to give delocalized excitons.4 These features have been
thoroughly studied in the literature4−7 and are the result of the
(strong) intermolecular coupling, which causes delocalization
of the electronic excitations of the single molecule over many
sites of the aggregate.8,9 Therefore, the J-band (i) is
characterized by a strong absorption cross section, (ii) requires
aggregation at the nanoscale, and (iii) has a microscopic origin
rooted in a collective effect. In this light, J-band seems to bear a
similarity with the localized surface plasmons in metallic
nanoparticles (i.e., high absorption cross section, a prominent
role in nanoscopic systems and a collective origin).10−15
The focus of this work is specifically to quantify whether the
J-band in the solid-state J-aggregate has a larger or smaller
plasmonic character than its corresponding single isolated
molecule. In doing this, we will respond to the underlying
question whether the J-band implies a plasmon-like response.
To quantify the plasmonic character, we shall use the recently
proposed generalized plasmonicity index16 (GPI). The GPI is
a frequency dependent adimensional function, that has been
thoroughly tested in a wide range of nanostructures, including
metallic nanoparticles, silicon clusters, graphene nanostruc-
tures, and PAHs at various levels of theory (classical
electrodynamics, tight-binding, jellium, and atomistic
TDDFT).16 It improves over the plasmonicity index (PI)
previously proposed by Bursi et al.17 to quantify the difference
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between plasmonic and single-particle electronic excitations in
finite structures. In the present work not only we exploit the
GPI but also we move one step further in two methodological
aspects: on the one hand, we shall use an alternative level of
theory to TDDFT, namely many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT), which is based on the Green’s function formalism
and has a higher accuracy. On the other hand, we shall
compute the GPI also for a macroscopic extended system such
as a molecular J-aggregate,6,18,19 besides the single molecule it
is composed of.
We focus in particular on a J-aggregate molecular crystal
composed of the organic conjugated dye 4-(N,N-dimethyla-
mino)-4-(2,3,5,6-tetrafluorostyryl)stilbene20 (see Figure 1).
This dye is a push−pull system21,22 that possesses an intrinsic
static electric dipole due to the presence of the dimethylamino
group (push) and the fluorinated aromatic ring (pull) group.
We have chosen to investigate this particular push−pull
organic dye for several reasons: (i) this is a realistic complex
system yet not too demanding to be simulated by accurate
computational techniques; (ii) the availability of its J-aggregate
experimental X-ray crystal structure and of the optical
absorption spectra;20 and (iii) its charge neutrality that
makes it computationally convenient.
■ METHOD
Generalized Plasmonicity Index at the MBPT Level.
The GPI16 η(ω) is a functional of the induced charge density
δn(r,ω) and of the external potential vext(r′,ω) for a fixed
excitation frequency ω. For convenience, we report here its
formal expression
v r n r d r
v r n r d r
( )
( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )
ind
ext
3
3
∫
∫
η ω
ω δ ω
ω δ ω
=
*
* ′ ′ ′ (1)
where the induced Coulomb potential vind(r,ω) and the linear
induced charge density δn(r,ω) are reported in eqs 2 and 3,
respectively
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The charge density variation at first order in eq 3 is obtained
through the density−density correlation function causal
kernel23 χ(r,r′,ω). The poles of the latter (i.e., the resonance
frequencies ωξ) give the electronic excitation energies ℏωξ of
the system. When evaluated at a given resonance frequency ωξ,
the GPI can be expressed as η(ωξ) ≈ Γ−1Eξplas, where Γ−1 is the
excited state lifetime, and Eξ
plas is the plasmonic energy
associated with the transition density ρξ(r), that represents
the plasmonic contribution to the total excitation energy ℏωξ:
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In the second part of eq 4 we have re-expressed the transition
density ρξ(r) as in eq 5 using an electron−hole space
representation where index a(i) is associated with an empty
(occupied) electronic state, and Cai
ξ is the amplitude coefficient
associated with a transition from the ith to the ath electronic
state.
In metal nanoparticles, the width of a plasmonic band (and
thus Γ−1 in the GPI) is largely determined by the Landau
damping mechanism,24 hallmark of the mixing of the plasmon
with the continuum of single-particle excitations. Band
broadening in molecules is instead dominated by inhomoge-
neous broadening plus vibronic effects, i.e., environmental and
nuclei-related (not electron-related) phenomena. Here we
used a fixed Γ−1 value representative of electronic effects only.
In the present work we evaluate excitation energies,
transition densities, and consequently plasmonic energies
starting from electronic structure simulation evaluated within
the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) framework. This
assures an accurate treatment of excitations in molecular
crystals, especially in the description of charge transfer
effects.25,26 Plasmonic energies are calculated as in eq 4, with
transition densities coming from solution of the Bethe-Salpeter
equation (BSE).27 A detailed analysis of the BSE results,
including comparison with the TDDFT level of theory and
with experimental data, as well as a thorough investigation of
the role of charge transfer effects and of local fields within the
J-band can be found in ref 28.
■ RESULTS
Discussion. Figure 2 shows the MBPT optical spectra of
the single molecule and the bulk J-aggregate crystal (Figure 1).
We observe the formation of the characteristic J-band that is
Figure 1. Atomic structure of (a) 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)-4-(2,3,5,6-
tetrafluorostyryl)stilbene push−pull single molecule and (b) partial
3D view of the J-aggregate molecular crystal composed of push−pull
organic dyes investigated in this work. Insets in panel (a) show
isosurface plots of the highest occupied (i.e., HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied (i.e., LUMO) molecular orbitals of the single molecule
evaluated at the DFT level (cam-b3lyp xc-functional).
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red-shifted with respect to the isolated push−pull monomer
principal peak P, in agreement with experimental and previous
TDDFT results.20,29 The red-shifted J-band which dominates
the absorption spectrum is composed not just of the principal
bright transition J1 at ∼3 eV, but it gathers together many
other optical transitions, with lower intensity. The inspection
of the transition density (TD) of the dominant excitation J1
(inset of Figure 2(b)) indicates that the TD is displaced along
linear molecular chains pointing along the long axis of the
crystal. Such intermolecular head-to-tail dipolar arrangement is
a typical manifestation of J-aggregate behavior19 and results in
a coherent alignment of each monomer transition dipole,
giving the strong total oscillator strength of the main peak at
∼3 eV. Furthermore, the constituent monomers manifest also a
certain degree of intramolecular charge transfer behavior,
which is compatible with their push−pull character.22,30 By
inspection of Table I, we conclude that all the analyzed excited
states within the J-band (i.e., J1−J7) have always lower
plasmonic energy and GPI values than those corresponding
to the monomer excited state P = 3.73 eV (panel a).
This is the key result of this work: the GPI signals that the
collective J-band of the molecular aggregate is less plasmonic
than the single molecule, or in other terms, the GPI identifies
the J-band as nonplasmonic. This result is relevant also because
it confirms the ability of the GPI to quantify the plasmonic
character of excitations independently from their absorption
intensity even for the molecular world (for nanoparticles it was
already shown in ref 16). In other words, the GPI does not
simply remap strong absorption bands into plasmonic ones but
adds important independent information.
Understanding the GPI Reduction upon Aggrega-
tion: A One-Dimensional Model Based on Molecular
Exciton Theory.We present a simple theoretical model useful
to rationalize and explain the reduction in the GPI values when
moving from the single isolated molecule to the molecular
aggregate. For the sake of simplicity, we consider a one-
dimensional aggregate (i.e., a 1D molecular chain), and we
refer to its electronic excited state as a molecular chain exciton,
i.e., an electronic excitation delocalized over several identical
monomer units. Using a simple Frenkel Hamiltonian6,19,31−34
model to describe the 1D aggregate, under periodic boundary
conditions and for low lying excited states, the exciton
eigenstates of an aggregate chain composed of M molecules
have the following form6,31,35
M
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where |λm⟩ = |φexc
m ⟩ ∏n≠m|φGSn ⟩, |φexcm ⟩ indicates the mth
monomer being in an electronic excited state, and |φGS
n ⟩
indicates the nth monomer in the ground state. We have used
eq 7, representing the molecular chain excited states, to derive
the expression of the GPI within this model. In the GW/BSE
simulations we assumed a fixed line width (damping) Γ. We
can evaluate the molecular chain transition density (MCTD)
ρk
agg(r) = ⟨0|Ψ̂†(r)Ψ̂(r)|ξk⟩ between the ground state |0⟩ and a
specific excited state |ξk⟩ of the 1D aggregate and then use it to
obtain the resulting plasmonic energy [see Section I of the
Supporting Information (SI) for the derivation]
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Thus, by virtue of eq 8, the plasmonic energy associated with
each excitonic level of the aggregate is given by the plasmonic
energy of the monomer excited state, Eexc
plas,mon, plus a correction
term W(k) = ⟨ξk|Ĥ|ξk⟩ − ⟨λm|Ĥ|λm⟩, with Ĥ being the
Figure 2. Absorption optical spectra of (a) the single monomer and
(b) its molecular J-aggregate. Spectra have been normalized with
respect to the maximum value. The vertical bars indicate the position
of the excited states. Specific excitations analyzed in the text are
marked in red. Inset of panel (b) shows the isosurface plot of the
transition density associated with excited state J1 belonging to the
dominant peak of the J-band; red (blue) is associated with positive
(negative) charge.
Table I. Selected Excited States within J-Band, Their
Associated Plasmonic Energy, Plasmonic Energy Variation
ΔEξk
plas = Eξk
plas − Epplas, GPI Variation Δηξk = ηξk − ηP, and Ratio
ηξk/ηP with Respect to Monomer Lowest Energy Optically
Active Excited State P = 3.73 eVa
excited state ξk Eξk
plas ΔEξk
plas ηξk Δηξk ηξk/ηP
J1 3.000 eV 0.072 eV −0.608 eV 0.18 −1.52 0.1059
J2 2.951 eV 0.008 eV −0.672 eV 0.02 −1.68 0.0118
J3 2.905 eV 0.020 eV −0.660 eV 0.05 −1.65 0.0294
J4 2.897 eV 0.011 eV −0.833 eV 0.03 −1.67 0.0176
J5 2.813 eV 0.349 eV −0.331 eV 0.87 −0.83 0.5118
J6 2.796 eV 0.111 eV −0.570 eV 0.28 −1.42 0.1647
J7 2.786 eV 0.116 eV −0.560 eV 0.29 −1.41 0.1706
aLine width fixed at Γ = 0.4 eV for all excited states; EPplas = 0.68 eV
and ηP = Γ−1EPplas = 1.7.
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molecular aggregate Hamiltonian operator, whose sign and
magnitude depend on the interactions between the monomers
transition densities ρexc
mon(r′ − Rm′) composing the aggregate.
The energy terms in eq. 12 quantify the amount of
intermolecular coupling, i.e., the energy transfer rate between
mth and m′th monomers through the interaction between their
transition densities.31,36 Within the point-dipole approxima-
tion, the coupling terms Jmm′ can be expressed as [see Section I
of the SI]
J
K R R
R
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mm m
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mon
mm
3
μ μ
=
− · ̅ · ̅
′
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′ (13)
where Kmm′ = μm
mon · μm′
mon and μm
mon = ⟨φexc
m |Ψ̂†(r)rΨ̂(r)|φGSm ⟩ is
the mth monomer transition dipole, Rmm′ is the distance
between centers of the mth and m′th monomers, and R̅ is the
associated unit vector. Assuming all equal transition dipoles
and with the same relative orientation (i.e., μm
mon = μ and Kmm′ =
K), one can demonstrate [see Section I of the SI] that for a
linear periodic chain aggregate there is a nonvanishing total
transition dipole only for the excited state ξ0 (i.e., k = 0), which
in fact corresponds to the J-band of this simple 1D aggregate.
We can now proceed to evaluate the GPI variation between
the two states |ξ0⟩ and |φexc⟩, which are the lowest energy
excited states of the molecular chain and the isolated
monomer, respectively. For |ξ0⟩ the total transition dipole
results as a coherent sum of the molecular transition dipoles,
being all aligned and pointing in the same direction (the
emission from this state to the ground state leads to
superradiance37). As a rough approximation of the MCTD
for |ξ0⟩, we assume a toy model composed of aligned finite-size
dipoles of length d, arranged at a nearest neighbor distance R =
d + a as sketched out in the schematic visualization of Figure
3(a). Different intermolecular separations have been consid-
ered by varying the distance parameter a. By virtue of eq 8, the
energy shift W(k) physically represents the plasmonic energy
variation between the monomer and the molecular chain
aggregate. In turn, we can obtain the GPI variation from the
single molecule excitation to the J-band as
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where Dmm′ = Rm − Rm′ = (m − m′)R is the distance between
the mth and m′th monomers within the molecular aggregate.
The upper limit in eq 15 comes from the nearest-neighbors
approximation, i.e., the sum in eq 15 is approximated by
considering only those monomer indices for which |m − m′| =
1.
It is straightforward to verify that the coupling terms J ̃ñ in eq
16 are always negative [for further details and derivations of
eqs 15 and 16 see Section II of the SI].
Figure 3(a) shows GPI variation, i.e., eq 14, as a function of
the total number of monomers and considering different
nearest neighbor monomer separations R. GPI variation is
always negative, which means that the main bright transition
(i.e., the J-band) in this linear J-aggregate is always less
plasmonic than that in the isolated monomer. The reason for
this behavior resides in the intrachain Coulomb couplings
between monomers: when the transition dipoles of nearby
molecules are parallelly aligned, the dipole−dipole interaction
decreases the Coulomb energy needed to set up the overall
transition density and consequently the plasmonic energy. As
demonstrated by the upper bound in (15), the closer the
monomers (i.e., γ approaching 1) the more effective this effect
is.
To fully appreciate the difference with a clearly plasmonic
transition, we compare the plasmonic energy of the lowest
excited state (i.e., k = 0) of the 1D molecular aggregate with
that of a 1D quantum wire as sketched in Figure 3(b). In order
to compare the linear aggregate with the quantum wire, the
two systems must have the same total oscillator strength. This
have been done by making the quantum wire total transition
Figure 3. (Panel a) Difference between the GPI of a 1D J-aggregate
and the GPI of the single monomer unit. (Panel b) Difference
between the GPI of a 1D J-aggregate and the GPI of a quantum wire
of the same length of the aggregate as sketched out in the schematic
visualization. In panel a, abscissa values refer to the total number of
monomers composing the molecular chain, while in panel b they
indicate the length of the quantum wire, in units of intermonomer
distance R. The colors indicate different intermolecular distances a.
The GPI of the molecular chain is associated with the lowest excited
state (i.e., k = 0) where all molecular transition dipoles are aligned,
while the GPI of the monomer unit is associated with the lowest
excited state |φexc⟩. Plots with circles include all intersite molecular
couplings, while those with asterisks have been analytically evaluated
with nearest-neighbors (nn) approximation. Single monomers
transition dipoles have been approximated as ideal dipoles with
fixed length of d = 1 nm and unit charge.
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dipole as in Figure 3(b): two point-charges of opposite signs,
with the same magnitude as the ones used for each molecule in
the aggregate, but placed at the ends of the wire. In Figure
3(b) we reported the difference between the GPI of the lowest
transition (i.e., ξ0) of the molecular aggregate and the GPI of
the plasmonic quantum wire for different aggregate and wire
total lengths. They are always negative, showing that indeed
the J-band is far from being a plasmon. The picture that
emerges from this comparison is that two excitations with
similar absorption spectrum (here the J-band and the
plasmonic quantum wire ones) may have a different plasmonic
character: even if the positive and negative molecular induced
charges, internal to the medium, cancel out in determining the
overall oscillator strength of the J-band, they do not for
plasmonic energy and the GPI.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have evaluated the generalized plasmonicity
index of a push−pull organic dye and of its bulk J-aggregate
molecular crystal, by using a many-body perturbation theory
approach. Our results indicate that the electronic excitations
within the characteristic red-shifted J-band have a lower
plasmonic character with respect to that of the single
monomer. Despite the fact that the J-band is a collective
excitation, it does not have a plasmonic character. In order to
explain and rationalize the MBPT result, we proposed a simple
one-dimensional model to evaluate analytically the plasmonic
energy of the extended molecular system. The proposed model
is able to predict the lowering of the plasmonic energy as due
to a globally negative interaction energy between monomers
transition densities along the chain (i.e., intrachain couplings),
which is also the origin of the characteristic J-band red-shift.
In a more general perspective, we have clearly shown that a
bright excitation in molecular systems, even when coming from
a collective mechanism, may well have no relation with
plasmons. This highlights the special status of molecular
excitations that do present plasmon-like character.1,2,16,38−43
■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The unit cell structure of the bulk molecular J-aggregate has
been taken from available X-ray diffraction measurements20
(available in the CCDC No. 961738). To simulate the isolated
(i.e., in gas-phase) push−pull dye, we extracted one monomer
unit from the bulk J-aggregate crystal and then relaxed its
structure with Gaussian44 using the cam-b3lyp xc-functional
and fixing a force threshold of 10−5 Hartree/Bohr. Then, with
the MOLGW45 code we performed a DFT ground state
calculation using the cam-b3lyp xc-functional and the cc-pVDZ
localized basis set with frozen core approximation, then we
applied the quasi-particle corrections to the DFT energy levels
by using an eigenvalue-only self-consistent GW45 procedure,
and, at the end, we evaluated the BSE optical absorption
spectrum using the Tamm-Dancoff approximation.
To simulate the bulk molecular crystal, electronic and
optical properties of the J-aggregate have been obtained by
using the Quantum Espresso46 (QE) package in conjunction
with the plane wave MBPT code YAMBO.47 Using PBE48 xc-
functional and norm-conserving pseudopotentials,49 with QE
we calculated the ground state DFT electronic structure of the
aggregate. Then, with YAMBO we applied the GW quasi-
particle correction to the DFT ground state energies using the
plasmon pole approximation.50 At the end, the J-aggregate
optical absorption spectrum has been obtained through
solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation27,51,52 (BSE) in the
Tamm-Dancoff approximation. Through direct diagonalization
of the BSE Hamiltonian we have extracted, for each excited
state |ξk⟩, the transition coefficients Cai
ξk that enter in the
expression of the transition density (eq 5) for each excited
state and consequently of the plasmonic energy (eq 4) and the
GPI at resonance. In order to evaluate the plasmonic energy
for each excited state, a specific postprocessing routine has
been implemented both in MOLGW and in YAMBO.
Due to the strong anisotropy of the molecular bulk
aggregate, the final optical absorption spectrum reported in
Figure 2(b) has been evaluated by performing three
independent simulations with three orthogonal external
exciting field orientations and then taking the spatial average
over the three obtained spectra, i.e., Tr ( )M ij
1
3 ,
ε ω·ℑ [ ], where
ℑstands for the imaginary part of, and εM,ij(ω) is the
macroscopic, frequency dependent, dielectric tensor in the
long wavelength limit.
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